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Abstract 
This project researched the opportunity for galleries, libraries, archives and museums (GLAMs) to utilize 
Wikimedia platforms for engaging contributors to enrich its content (metadata additions, translations, 
etc). Furthermore, it researched ingesting this data into the institutions’ master data repositories. The 
project surveyed the needs and expectations of GLAMs and performed in-depth interviews. Following 
this research, the project executed three pilots together with museums exploring the process from 
upload to ingestion. This report discusses observations and findings concerning data quality, data 
modeling, contributor behavior, tooling, and ingestion. Finally the report lists potential work as well as 
recommendations for the project’s stakeholders.  

Scope 
The purpose of this project was to research, design and prototype technical solutions that would make it 
easier and less work intensive for GLAM collections managers to review, copy and add to source 
additions to the metadata of the media files they have shared on Wikimedia Commons. 

The project has not broached the topics of metadata licensing, impact statistics or alternatives to 
ingestion. 

Pre-pilot research 
What are the needs and expectations of GLAMs to adopt user contributed information from 
Wikimedia projects into their collection registration systems? 

Maarten Zeinstra / IP Squared was tasked to research how third-party metadata is adopted in collection 
management systems of GLAMs in order to determine the scope of possible interventions to adopt third 
party metadata from Wikimedia Commons. 

The research quantifies the underlying reasons for not adopting enriched metadata, such as technical 
barriers, lack of resources, lack of knowledge, or lack of trust of the source or contributor by the 
institutes. 

Furthermore, it shows the conclusions of a quantitative and qualitative research. It provides a series of 
recommendations for making a minimum workable prototype that highlights the identified opportunities 
and reduces the identified challenges. 

Survey respondents 

The 38 respondents were mostly from Finland, Sweden and the Netherlands, or countries with native 
English speakers or where people are very comfortable with English. Two thirds of the respondents 
have uploaded media on Wikimedia Commons. Half used mass uploading tools, some upload individual 
files and a few have had a Wikimedian-in-residence. 
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Interviews 

The working group used the detailed survey results to gather additional qualitative research results. An 
additional five people were interviewed from three institutions: Multiple archivists from the Swedish 
Performing Arts Agency, Head of collections and a Media producer from The Nordic Museum and 
Program manager from Nederlands Instituut voor Beeld en Geluid. 

Key findings 

Direct user contributions 

Direct user contributions refer to contact made via emails, contact forms, letters and calls, and direct 
personal contact. 60% of the respondents have direct user contributions. Reasons for not adopting 
direct user contributions are lack of verifiability of the source (25%), technical issues (25%), lack of 
resources (15%), and the lack of trust (15%). 

Sector collaboration 

Two thirds adopt information from other sources within the GLAM sector. The most-used authority files, 
thesauri, ontologies, etc. are Getty authority files, OCLC authority files, Wikidata, U.S. Library of 
Congress Authority Files and Kulturnav. The most cited reason for not working in sector collaboration is 
the lack of (technical) resources. 

Third party collaborations 

Third party collaborations help to index, digitise, transcribe, etc. collection information. Only about 37% 
of the respondents use general third party contributions in their digitisation and quality assurance 
projects. The tools are instead usually custom-made for an institution or a sector. Even when institutions 
adopt third party contributions, only a low percentage update their own collection information on a 
regular basis. Constraints in resources and technical constraints are the most cited barriers to adopt this 
information. 
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Desired Wikimedia Commons interactions 

The interviewees brought up several needs and desires that Structured Data on Commons could 
leverage. These are described in more detail in the report. 

Needs that were mentioned often included for example contributing to a rich set of name variants in 
different spellings, aliases and pseudonyms to make searching easier. Types of definitions for content 
include tags, translations for descriptions, and well-defined sources for statements. The idea of 
campaigns to enrich metadata content on Wikimedia Commons emerged through the interviews. Two of 
the three pilots were carried out as a campaign.  1

In addition to taking advantage of changes made on Wikimedia Commons, the interviewees would like 
to be able to push changes in their databases to Commons. 

The barriers to making use of the user contributions, according to the interviewees, are related to lack of 
trust and verifiability of the source. The report presents several recommendations that could tackle this 
challenge.  2

Recommendations 

The research brings forward a set of recommendations for lowering the technical constraints of adopting 
third party contributions from Wikimedia Commons. These recommendations informed the development 
in the Data Roundtripping project, but they can also be used by GLAM organisations and the Wikimedia 
community to enhance interactions with the contributed content. 

1. Focus on altered metadata, contextual metadata translations, and authority references 
2. Generate trust by showing user information 
3. Present structured data on Wikimedia Commons as an authority file 
4. Integrate unique identifiers 
5. Integrate other authority files 

Read the report Research Report – Returning commons community metadata additions and corrections 
to source → 

  

1 Research report, p. 25. 
2 Research report, p. 8 
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Description of the pilots 
These pilots were designed to research the feasibility of user workflows, technical requirements, content 
quality and the resources needed for ingesting user contributions to GLAM collection management 
systems. 

1. Swedish Performing Arts Agency 

The pilot studied engaging audiences in a translation campaign 

Swedish Performing Arts Agency’s pilot was created around an upload of 1200 early 20th-century glass 
plate photographs of actors active in Swedish. In previous uploads they have themselves translated all 
descriptions into English before upload. The pilot included images uploaded with Swedish information 
only. In a translation campaign the descriptions were translated, and were to be ingested back to the 
Swedish Performing Arts Agency’s own system. 

Workflow 

Upload 

The images from the Swedish Performing Arts Agency were uploaded to Wikimedia Commons using 
Pattypan and Wikitext. The Swedish file description was included in the Swedish Performing Arts 
Agency’s metadata template as wikitext, inside a language template. 

{{Musikverket-image 

| description={{sv|Beskrivningen att översätta}} 

}} 
Pre-campaign wikitext. 

Description campaign 

Subsequently, a description campaign was arranged, asking the audience to translate the descriptions 
from Swedish to English. This was done using a Translation tool created for an easy setup and 
participation in the translation campaign. Users logged into the tool with their Wikimedia user accounts. 
While using the tool they were able to use Google Translate as a starting point for translating, or write 
free text. When the user saved the description, the next picture was loaded for translating. It was also 
possible to skip saving and load the next image. 
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Screenshot of the translation tool. 

The edits were made to Wikimedia Commons media metadata in real time. The translation was added 
into metadata template’s wikitext inside a language template under the user’s account. 

{{Musikverket-image 

| description={{sv|Beskrivningen att översätta}}{{en|Translated text}} 

}} 

Example of resulting wikitext 

Quality of the contributions 

First, the opportunity to use automatic translation as the starting point made users less attentive to the 
quality of the texts. They would accept faulty descriptions or technically-produced erroneous characters 
in the text. On the other hand, the possibility to use automatic translation provided consistency in 
terminology and language. 

{{en|Anna-Lisa Lindroth as Ofelia in the play Hamlet, Knut Lindroth &#39;s 
companion 1906. Scanned glass negative}} 

Example of a missed technical error (&#39;). 
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Secondly, some users found that it was possible to add wikitext, which would display correctly on the 
Wikimedia Commons page. For the memory institution, however, this is not acceptable, and it would 
require additional processing of the text. 

{{en|Lilly Walleni in [[Cavalleria rusticana]] at , [[Royal Swedish 

Opera]] in 1906. Scanned glass negative}} 
Example of the use of wikitext, translation of the theatre name as well as arbitrary spaces produced by Google Translate. 

Third, the example above also demonstrates an issue of semantics. The institution would not translate 
the play title nor the name of the theatre or the location. This was in many cases at least partly caused 
by the machine translated text.  

Swedish Performing Arts Agency estimated that two thirds of the translations would be acceptable after 
the removal of Wikitext and technical errors. 

Ingestion into the GLAM collection management system 

Because of the challenges in quality, the Swedish Performing Arts Agency decided not to import the 
translations into their collection management system. The Swedish Performing Arts Agency will however 
import the URLs of the media on Wikimedia Commons to know which files have been uploaded. 

The Swedish Performing Arts Agency was able to do the entire import themselves and they have 
previously done other imports or merges of data. If an import proves to be particularly difficult they can 
receive free support from their collection management system vendor. The collection management 
system supports import of XSLT and XML files for which the GLAM can provide a custom mapping. 

The Roundtripping tool 

Eventually, there was no backend tool developed for the project purposes. The key reason was that 
there were very different requirements for the variety of use cases. Serving them all would have added 
unnecessary complexity to the tool, and it did not prove to be necessary for producing the relevant 
observations in the project scope. While this tool was intended to serve all pilots it was only tested with 
this one. 
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2. Nationalmuseum 
The pilot explored taking use of third party contributions via authority data in Wikidata 

The purpose of the pilot with Nationalmuseum was to retrieve authority IDs that had been added to the 
their contributions in Wikidata by other users. These authorities would be valuable for Nationalmuseum 
for future enrichment of information when their own data is lacking. 

They also see other benefits such as the possibility to improve search within their own applications by 
importing alternative names and multilingual labels provided by external authorities. Having richer IDs 
will also help them reconcile their collections data with Europeana when it is imported there. 
Downloading and copying the IDs has other advantages as well. There can be real-time checks for 
differences and new changes, and the Nationalmuseum can use this information to change the data 
either in their system or in Wikidata. 

Workflow 

Data export 

This pilot did not include a crowdsourcing campaign, instead it targeted data already in Wikidata. Artists 
from Nationalmuseum had previously been imported to Wikidata through a collaboration project with 
Wikimedia Sverige in early 2016 using their own Nationalmuseum Sweden artist ID (P2538) . The IDs that 
the museum wanted to collect were Wikidata IDs, KulturNav, VIAF and ULAN IDs found in these 
Wikidata entries. These authorities were of particular interest as they were already in use at the museum 
and are likely to be used by other art museums. 

Given the state of the Wikidata Query Service and the fact that Nationalmuseums Artist IDs were 
already imported into Wikidata, the GLAM was pointed to the result of a SPARQL query with 
complementary instructions on how to use the visual query building feature of the WDQS GUI and on 
how to download the query results. Circa 5900 rows of data were exported from Wikidata. 
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WDQS GUI screenshot displaying some of the exported data. 

Ingestion into the GLAM collection management system 

Given the CSV file exported from WDQS Nationalmuseum contacted their a third party software 
developer to help them convert the CSV into SQL queries compatible with their data model. Following 
this task an employee at the museum would execute the SQL query to make the actual update. At the 
time of publication the import is in progress. For Wikidata URIs a new field had to be introduced, this 
was easily achieved using the collection management systems GUI.  

Quality 

An employee at the Nationalmuseum reviewed the quality of a few random items, validating that the 
external authorities were indeed correct. No errors were found in the few random samples that were 
checked. Because the Nationalmuseum already had several of the external authority IDs imported from 
Wikidata into their collection management system, they were also interested in potential differences 
between their current and new data. The import could then expose quality issues within their data or 
possibly within Wikidata, such as confusions between artists of similar names, or duplicate entries that 
could be merged. 
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3. Nordic Museum 
The pilot studied depicting image content with the depicts statements on Structured Data on 
Commons 

The subject of the Nordic Museum’s pilot was to record depicts (P180) statements with concepts from 
the Europeana Fashion Vocabulary that were recorded in Wikidata. The depicted items were a set of 
watercolors paintings with a focus on fashion. Europeana Fashion Vocabulary was selected as the 
target vocabulary because it had previously been used by the museum. 
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Workflow 

Image upload 

The images from the Nordic Museum were uploaded with a Pywikibot-based script commonly used for 
uploads from the same content management system as the one used by the Nordic Museum. The end 
result revealed a small number of uploads of duplicate images that were not detected in the upload 
process. This did not affect the final quality as the amount of duplicates was manually manageable. 

Tagging campaign 

Users were able to log into a specific Tagging tool to tag images in the campaign category with a 
controlled vocabulary. The vocabulary was a subset of Wikidata items, representing the Europeana 
Fashion Vocabulary. The statements were recorded in real time to Wikimedia Commons. 

Ingestion into the GLAM collection 

Although subsets of the Nordic museum’s collections has already been enriched with the Europeana 
Fashion Vocabulary the enrichments can not be found in the collection management system because it 
was only enriched during the one time Europeana import. The collection management systems does not 
support external identifiers other then ones pointing to the vendor’s own linked open data platform. 

To import the enrichments the museum would first need to map their own vocabulary to Europeana 
Fashion or target a copy of the Europeana Fashion Vocabulary (such a copy exists in the vendor’s LOD 
platform). Following this the museum would need to hire their vendor to perform the actual import 
because the collection management system itself only supports very basic mass edits. 

The museum also stores information on an item level which can have several media file/representations 
compared to Commons which stores information per media file. Therefore the ingestion would require 
merges of data from several media files that originate from the same item representation. 

Quality 

Users reported they wanted to use specific terms that were not available in the vocabulary, although 
they were available in Wikidata. The choice to use a controlled vocabulary provides consistency and 
enhances interoperability with the GLAMs existing tagging practices. On the other hand it limits the 
accuracy of the statements that the users might be able to make.  3

The museum looked at a few samples from the campaign. Some duplicate statements were identified as 
well as the use of more generic the possible vocabulary (“hat” instead of “top hat”). The museum noted 
that they would most likely do a per user review and that they currently take a user’s past contributions 
into consideration when they get a suggestion for a correction. 

  

3 Contributions of User:PKM 
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Discussion 

Crowdsourcing means setting up controlled workflows  
Since the conception of the term crowdsourcing  it has been used to mark the recruitment of external 4

participants to carry out often monotonous tasks that computers are not fluent with. While it can be 
argued that working in the Wikimedia projects is a type of crowdsourcing, a wealth of literature suggests 
that it is fundamentally different. While crowdsourcing tasks are generally set up to complete a bounded 
task, the Wikimedia projects are in a perpetual state of incompletion. The agency in each case is 
different. In crowdsourcing, the task is generally set up by an organisation inviting participants to 
complete a job, while in the Wikimedia projects the participants set their own goals. Specifically, in 
crowdsourcing, the tasks are prepared to have a schema, a workflow, from volunteer engagement to 
quality control, while with Wikimedia projects the scenarios are up to the participants themselves.   5 6

Placing crowdsourcing workflows in Wikimedia projects would have several advantages. It would allow 
the GLAMs to connect their expertise with a global base of experts and volunteers in the Wikimedia 
environment. The projects would provide sustainable preservation for the campaign results. Moreover, 
the results would feed back into the ongoing collaborative knowledge production cycle in the Wikimedia 
projects. 

It is acknowledged within Wikimedia that the very 'open' nature of contributions does not work for 
everyone. A lot can be gained from very narrowly defined microcontributions that may appeal to entirely 
new groups of potential contributors.  7

Engagement strategies 

Context and publicity 

The crowdsourcing campaigns need to spark the public’s attention, trigger volunteer contributions and 
get rooted in the activities of the participating institutions and individuals to perform well. The Swedish 
Performing Arts Agency’s pilot confirmed that the campaigns require creating outreach events and 
targeted communication around the crowdsourcing campaigns to reach satisfying participation rates. 

Wiki Loves Monuments  photographic competition is a very good example of a successful workflow built 8

around a kind of crowdsourcing campaign. The partnering institutions are committed through having 
provided the initial datasets and can use the results in their work, the competition provides a time-bound 
festivity, and the photographers enjoy the worldwide attention that the program brings about. The 
thematic publicity-driven strategies fit well the public-facing mission museums have. 

4 Howe, Jeff: "The Rise of Crowdsourcing". Wired, 1 June 2006. ISSN 1059-1028. Retrieved 30 June 2019. 
5 See for example Benkler, Yochai, Aaron Shaw, and Benjamin Mako Hill: “Peer Production: A Form of Collective 
Intelligence.” In Hand-book of Collective Intelligence, edited by Thomas Malone and Michael Bernstein. MIT 
Press,Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2015. 
6 Ridge, Mia: "Crowdsourcing workshop at DH2016 – session overview" Open Objects. Retrieved 30 June 2019. 
7 See for example Morgan, Jonathan: "Curation workflows on Wikimedia Commons". meta.wikimedia.org, 
Wikimedia Foundation, 2018. Retrieved 30 June 2019. 
8 https://www.wikilovesmonuments.org/ 
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Existing Wikimedia engagement strategies 

The Wikimedia movement with active volunteers around the world is well equipped to create activities 
that can draw the attention of local groups. The best known event format is editathon for editing 
Wikipedia articles but the concept can be tweaked for many types of tasks. Live events can take the 
form of translatathons for translating concepts, words, or captions in images, datathons for creating and 
adding statements to Wikidata objects, photowalks to cover a topic in photography, and more. Online 
weekly or monthly edit contests are popular in many Wikipedias. Online wikiprojects gather volunteers 
together around modelling topics in Wikidata or completing content on specific domains in Wikipedia or 
Wikimedia Commons. 

Easy participation 

Microtasks are a way of breaking tasks into easily doable simple choices. The users are asked to 
evaluate a piece of data by choosing between simple options, proceed to the next one, and repeat these 
steps as many times as possible.  For example selecting between binary options or validating 9

pre-selected values fit this workflow well. This strategy has been used successfully with Wikimedia 
projects. The Wikidata Game  has been a major contributor of useful edits to Wikidata while it has also 10

exposed vulnerabilities for poorly educated mass edits. The pilots in this project were combining many of 
the above strategies in different combinations. 

Microtaskers and power users 

The data about contributor profiles in Swedish 
Performing Arts Agency’s campaign indicates 
that the distribution of completed tasks between 
users follows a traditional long tail pattern.  A 11

small power-users’ group would produce one 
substantial amount of contributions while a large 
group of contributors that only produced a few 
edits were responsible for another significant set 
of contributions. The observation suggests that 
there should be a dual approach to 
crowdsourcing tasks. While catering for 
microedits and controlled workflows, it would be 
equally important to serve the power-users with 
specific efficient tools and interfaces for them.  12

 

9 Morgan, 2018. 
10 https://tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata-game/distributed/ 
11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long_tail 
12 Dittrich, Jan: "How do heavy Commons users work?" meta.wikimedia.org, WMDE. (PDF). Retrieved 30 June 
2019. 
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Quality and trust 

AI-aided crowdsourcing 

The translation campaign gave users the option to use Google Translate as a basis for their translations, 
similarly to how Wikimedia Foundation Content Translation tool gives users the option to use machine 
generated translations while translating Wikipedia articles. 

We found the automatically generated translations to be of high and consistent quality. The users 
quickly started to trust the generated translations and would even fail to detect obvious errors, such as 
character encoding errors. Although such errors should not have appeared in the first place, they 
indicate that less obvious errors were also missed by the contributors. 

Since the launch of machine-generated translations in the Content Translation tool several methods 
have been applied to lower the amount of low quality translations. Users are warned if the automatic 
translation has not been altered enough, and even prevented from saving unedited machine-generated 
translations. Users with previous malicious edits are required to reach a higher threshold of changes to 
the translations.  13

AI/machine aided editing will continue to lower the barrier to crowdsourcing and is already prominent in 
for example transcription tasks. It’s important to note that AI does not only lower the barrier to high 
quality edits but also to low quality edits. Therefore it’s important to continue and most likely increase 
investment in quality assurance and quality metrics. 

Data provenance 

As AI/Machine Learning is gaining ground in producing and processing cultural heritage metadata, it 
becomes more important to track the provenance of changes made to the data. It will be important to 
know who or which algorithm made the judgement to alter the descriptive information, and what level of 
trust can be asserted with that contributor. The same demand extends to the evolution of metadata 
during its lifecycle from having it initially recorded in the institutions to the gradual changes through 
cataloguing processes that reflect the changing attitudes and conventions. Also translations provide 
moments of re- and misinterpretation, and being able to traverse back in the change history is becoming 
both possible and an imperative.   14 15

Recording data provenance in these various points of transformation on Wikidata and Wikimedia 
Commons will require checking that data modelling and tooling are catering for it. 

Trustworthy contributors 

Institutions indicated during interviews that there are different contributors whose input they can trust. 
Other institutions’ contributions are normally trusted assuming that their contributions are limited to 
institutional input. For user generated content they would require additional information about the 

13 Interview with Niklas Laxström 14 June 2019 
14 Morgan, Fauconnier, Ved, and Stinson: "Supporting Commons contribution by GLAM institutions". 
meta.wikimedia.org, Wikimedia Foundation, 2017. Retrieved 30 June 2019. 
15 Piscopo, Kaffee, Alessandro, and Simperl: "Provenance information in a collaborative knowledge graph: an 
evaluation of Wikidata external references." International Semantic Web Conference. Springer, Cham, 2017, p. 
542-558. 
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contributor such as a track record. This proved to be justified when the institutions reviewed the data 
generated by the pilot campaigns. There was however no significant overlap between contributors 
making high quality contributions and those who were making a lot of edits. 

While this shows the need for the ability to check which exact users made certain edits it might 
potentially also contribute to yet unknown biases.  

Quality differences in approaches 

Each of the pilots had different challenges with accuracy of user generated contributions. All pilots made 
final edits with only one contribution, and there were no quality assurance cycles built into the workflows. 

In the Swedish Performing Arts Agency’s translation pilot, users were able to write free text. Their input 
was only restricted by a character limit, and they were aided by an initial automatic translation. The 
correct translation and spelling of named entities was one of the main challenges. The names were 
primarily based on the suggestion by the automatic translation by a third party although in some cases 
Wikidata could have offered more accurate data for the named entities. The museum’s own practice is 
not to translate play names. This may be in conflict with the suggested translation as well as data on 
Wikidata. 

In the Nordic Museums tagging pilot, user input was limited to the selected controlled vocabulary. The 
vocabulary would offer quite precise multilingual terms for tagging. The challenges arose when the user 
was not able to find a correct and precise term and chose a broader term. The produced tags can be 
highly reusable for a specific use case by the GLAM, but in the Wikimedia Commons items the 
depictions could be suboptimal. 

The Nationalmuseum’s pilot relied directly on work done by the Wikidata community. The authority 
vocabularies have been both automatically matched in high volume, and manually complemented and 
checked by a dedicated group of volunteers using the Mix’n’match tool . Similar tooling for improving 16

and maintaining data is likely to appear as a result of Structured data on Commons. 

Wikimedia for GLAMs 

Traditionally Wikimedia GLAM partnerships have focused on importing content and data from institutions 
to Wikimedia projects. Ideally, the data will get enriched, corrected and returned to the originating 
institution by volunteers in Wikimedia Commons. However, enriching is often limited to categorising the 
content. Correcting metadata happens far less often.  This could indicate a lack of suitable workflows to 17

confidently alter the authoritative data. 

With the advent of Structured Data on Commons there will be many new ways different contributors can 
be served to enrich data on Wikimedia projects. 

Tooling 
While the pilot targeting Wikidata did not require a campaign it did showcase the ease of use and 
maturity of the Wikidata tooling and its ecosystem. The export of information from Wikidata was 
exponentially easier than exporting data from Wikimedia Commons. Wikidata Query Service retrieves 

16 https://tools.wmflabs.org/mix-n-match/ 
17 Morgan, 2018 
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and outputs several standard structured formats in the easy user interface, whereas even the structured 
data in Wikimedia Commons is currently still retrieved by reading and parsing wikitext via the API with 
custom scripts.  
 
The Wikidata Query Service GUI is an example of a tool that lowers the barrier for GLAMs and even 
non-technical personnel to query the content on Wikidata while still being powerful for experts.  
 
Wikidata’s use of software-agnostic standards such as SPARQL and common formats such as CSV 
highly contribute to interoperability and ease of use. Prioritising these should aid Structured data on 
Commons become more compatible, and many tools and workflows could in the future be adjusted to 
become compatible with Wikimedia Commons with only minor changes. 
 
In the future this could increasingly not only benefit other Wikimedia Foundation projects getting 
structured data or projects built on top of Wikibase but other third party projects. It’s also likely that the 
choice of standards and formats within Wikimedia projects will affect other actors in the GLAM sector.  

Data modelling 

Controlled and uncontrolled vocabularies 

Having controlled vocabularies linked to Wikidata enables access to linked information beyond Wikidata. 
Entire vocabularies have been linked by volunteer crowdsourced efforts using the Mix’n’Match tool by 
Magnus Manske. Institutions are starting to take the task up themselves. For example, the Library of 
Congress matched additional 400 000 subject headings to Wikidata, raising the total amount of LCSH 
items to over a million.  18

Using controlled vocabularies in describing content is a good strategy to secure more consistent 
contributions from a heterogenous group of contributors, and thus increase the value produced by the 
process. The chosen vocabulary may however not align with the expectations of the contributors, as 
was observed in the Nordic Museum’s pilot. 

Being able to use precise properties in tagging changes the way keywords are used. Much of the 
content in museums has been described with rather generic terms that have been useful in finding broad 
sets of content. Instead, this approach emphasises another strategy of using very precise 
subject-specific terminology. The concepts can at the same time be handled in a broader view due to 
the linked nature of the concepts. A mob cap can be found as a subclass of cap, a translation of 
charlotte, an alias of mobcap or as represented by the Getty Art and Architecture Thesaurus ID 300210773 19

. This is very well suited to the nature of Wikimedia projects where contributors are well known for their desire 
to produce accurate information. 

Any of the semantically declared values can be used to link translations and terminology known to the 
GLAM to help further alignment of content. The mismatch between existing vocabularies and Wikidata 
entries or user-contributed new concepts can also be a source of new information. The data can for 
example be used to expose gaps in existing controlled vocabularies used by GLAMs. 

18 Ferriter, Meghan: "Integrating Wikidata at the Library of Congress | The Signal". blogs.loc.gov. 22 May 2019. 
Retrieved 30 June 2019. 
19 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1484708 
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Work vs representation 

Consolodating data between the GLAM and Wikimedia projects will be faced with the challenge of the 
concept of work versus the concept of representation or edition. Wikidata stores items of works, 
whereas Structured Data on Commons handles representations (images) of the works, but also 
photographs and digital items, which may be works in their own right. In addition to this, as seen in the 
case of the Nordic Museum, the divide is handled yet differently in collection management. This 
complexity must be taken into account when designing processes for the environments. 

Many moving targets 

Collections data evolves simultaneously in multiple locations: in source material, in Wikimedia projects 
but also in other interlinked environments, for example Flickr or content aggregators. The data 
enrichment cycles should be able to address changes in any of these. It’s not uncommon that collection 
data changes simultaneously even within the same institution.  

One phenomenon can be called upload debt. Small resolution images from a GLAM have previously 
been uploaded in Wikimedia Commons with stricter copyright licenses. Over time the institution has 
adopted more informed policies and has released the same images in high resolution and waived the 
copyright. This can manifest for example in duplicate uploads like in the case of the Nordic Museum’s 
pilot, or conflicting copyright information across versions. 

Wikitext / rich text 

In Wikimedia Commons, the text that is presented in the description field originates from the providing 
institution with a varying degree of cleaning and formatting made in collaboration with the Wikimedia 
partner. These texts may have links, they can be lengthy, or they can combine a lot of information from 
different fields in the original collection management system. Technically these texts are created using 
wikitext, and they may have rich content and embedded Wikimedia templates. 

While Structured Data on Commons will offer new ways to express data that has previously been 
squeezed into the descriptions, the rich descriptive texts in Wikimedia Commons are unlikely to 
disappear. Translating descriptions and returning these texts back to the institutions is however 
problematic. Rich text is generally not consumable by the collection management systems. Balancing 
between portability and the current culture of freely written descriptions, or combining the approaches, 
will be a design challenge to tackle. 

Adopting third party contributions in the GLAM collection management 
system 
By ingesting user-contributed information into the master data repositories hosted by GLAMs they 
commit to the maintenance and management of the information; something that’s not ensured if the 
information is only stored separately or even managed by a separate institution. 

Technical capabilities 

The lack of technical resources and human or financial resources were cited as the largest barriers for 
adopting third party contributions in the pre-pilot survey. These pilots have however shown that a major 
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contributor to these challenges is the underlying collection management system. All the participating 
museums had different collection management systems and the import process differed between all of 
them.  Although the Nordic museum has personnel with high technical competence, their ability to ingest 
large amounts of data proved to be difficult because of the lack of ingestion interfaces and support for 
third party authorities. The Swedish Performing Arts Agency was the only institution who had the ability 
to do ingestions without the help from a third party. This highlights that the choice of collection 
management systems can greatly affect the financial resources required to adopt third party 
contributions. 

Alternatives to ingesting data 

While this research has focused on ingestion of third party contributions into master data repositories 
there are other strategies to manage and store third party contributions and enrichments. Such 
strategies include Linked data and hosting user generated content in separate datasets.  
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Future work and recommendations  
In this project we looked into the process of gathering information through Wikimedia platforms, 
evaluating this information and ingesting it into memory institutions’ master data repositories. In addition 
to looking at the main objectives, we have identified areas of interest in need of future work or research. 

Future work 

Research and develop best practices for managing upload debt on Wikimedia platforms. 

The Nordic museum pilot exposed issues related to the upload and conflicts with already uploaded 
content. While this is a known issue within the GLAMwiki movement it’s likely to grow as a lot of content 
from GLAMs gets more and more out of sync as the time passes by. Therefore we recommend that 
future work is done to manage this issue. 

Research and develop best practices for communicating data provenance in the GLAM sector. 

As the amount and use of machine generated and user contributed information grows in the GLAM 
sector it becomes more urgent to have good practices for communicating the origin of information to end 
users. Therefore we recommend actions to develop good practices for communicating data provenance. 

Research and prototype validation processes for crowdsourced information on Wikimedia 
platforms. 

To meet the need for GLAMs and to lower the amount of human resources needed to validate data 
contributed through Wikimedia platforms we recommend future prototyping and research on supporting 
traditional crowdsourcing processes. Not only can this lower the barrier for GLAM institutions, it can 
potentially contribute to higher data quality on Wikimedia platforms. 

Research the impact of AI/Machine Learning in crowdsourcing and metadata creation. 

The use of machine generated data likely contributed to user behaviours as well as certain data quality 
issues. As this type of metadata becomes more common research into these issues as well as potential 
biases originating from these processes might be very valuable to being able to tackle potential issues 
before the arise. 

Recommendations 

The project has also uncovered several actions that could improve the current or near future situation. 
Therefore we recommend that the project's stakeholders act on the following: 

Engage in advocating GLAMs and their collection management system vendors about enabling 
third party contributions on the systems. 

Our research into ingestion showed that the resources required to manage metadata ingestion were 
closely tied to the collection management system in use at the institutions. Increased awareness of this 
could support the GLAM sector in defining future requirements for their collection management systems. 
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Not only can such requirements lower the barrier to metadata ingestion but it can also lower the barrier 
to other ways of improving metadata quality. 

Engage in developing clear best practises for modeling data provenance on Wikimedia 
platforms. 

The amount of machine generated information on Wikimedia platforms is likely to grow and because the 
openness of these platforms the quality of machine generated content is likely to differ in quality. 
Therefore there is important that the origin of information can be modelled in a clear way. Structured 
data on Commons as its tooling has yet to envolve. 

Engage towards data exchange standards not software agnostic tools. 

Because there is no single technical standard or practice to ingest data back to a collection 
management system, an actor such as Wikimedia has a unique position to foster one. The Wikidata 
Query Service proved to be the best provider of data from Wikimedia platforms and it’s flexibility and use 
of standards/common formats may be a good design principle to support future roundtripping software. 
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